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Make every
interaction count,
even the small ones.
They are all relevant.
SHEP HYKEN

SERVICES
LEVEL SUPPORT 1

LEVEL SUPPORT 2

LEVEL SUPPORT 3

Remote Diagnostic

Onsite Technical

Decommissioning, Installation

Support

Visit

and Training

Remote Diagnostic Support
This service can be in any form of
tele-assistance over the phone;
email; and,
remote access (via shared screen
demonstration)

This service can provide the following
as ‘first-level maintenance’:

Problem detection
Tools, wear parts and consumables detection
Software Basics Training / Troubleshooting

Onsite Technical Visit
This service can be either a one-time on-site visit or
regular scheduled maintenance visit. This service can
provide the following as ‘next-level maintenance’:

Problem detection
Tools, wear parts and consumables detection
Software upgrade and in-depth training
Scheduled Maintenance

Decommissioning,
installation and training
This service involves selling used machinery
from the Customer, decommissioning from
the site to installation and training of
operators to a new site or owner.

INTRODUCING THE
SMART HELMET
SMS provides remote support with augmented reality
helmets to maintain your fleet of machines at full capacity
and quality. This rechargeable helmet serves as the
customer's eyes and ears, allowing our service technician to
assist you with installation and repair.

Equipment
A specialised helmet with augmented reality allows the
user to utilise both hands while audio-visually
communicating with us, explaining how to conduct
troubleshooting or installing the machine from start to
finish. The helmet contains a rechargeable battery that
works for 8 to 10 hours, is IP66 rated; drop and dustproof
and runs on Android software that is voice-controlled.

Teamviewer Pilot
Through a remote connection, the engineer shows what he
sees to the supporting service engineer and begins
interacting via visual cues in augmented reality and audio.
With all other Teamviewer features still accessible, the
engineer is aware of whom he is talking to and can be
guided through any difficulties or maintenance that may be
necessary.

Technical Assistance
Whether you're having issues with or can't figure out what's
wrong, our service engineer can assist you with over 10
years of combined expertise installing, calibrating, and
servicing these machines.

Training
During the setup, our service engineer will educate and
help new operators in dealing with the device safely and
with proficiency. Contact us for more information.

The smart helmet is available for hire for $250 per hour.

Instead of focusing on
the competition, focus
on the customer.
SCOTT COOK

SCHEDULE OF FEES
Remote Diagnostic Support

Onsite Technical Visit

For remote diagnostic support, we can offer our

For onsite technical visits, SMS shall charge

services to your workshop for a prepaid amount

doorstep to doorstep for our service technician to

as follows:

visit and provide service at $145 per hour plus
flights, car hire and any accommodation and/or

1. 10-hour block at $180 per hour

food allowances.

2. 20-hour block at $175 per hour
3. 40-hour block at $170 per hour

Return flights and expected time onsite are paid
in advance before flights are booked.

APPOINTMENT FEE
SMS understands the importance of keeping your fleet of machinery up
and running. This agreement your workshop with the flexibility to order
spare parts from any source of supply without any margin or restocking
fee from us.

An appointment fee of $1,800 shall be payable upon return of the
signed Appointment Letter.
This portion is non-refundable. A tax invoice for the account shall be
forwarded to your office to assist with the receipt of payment.

Payment of services
Calculated at the rate of $180 per hour (or any part of it on a pro-rata
basis) and billed in 10-hour increments. Invoices will be rendered in 10hour blocks as the Services are provided.

The best customer
service is if the
customer doen'st
need to call you,
doesn't need to talk
to you. It just works.
JEFF BEZOS

WHY CHOOSE SMS?
Specialist Machinery Sales are the European
machine tool builders that specialise in supplying steel
processing and structural steel machinery around the

We offer FREE time studies, videos, 3D
layouts and demonstrations.
world.

Partnering with a machine tool consultant with the
pedigree to match your business’ strategy,
competitive positioning and ambitions can be
challenging.

Not with SMS! The value of engaging SMS support
and participation in the design process that creates a
machine tool specification that maximises value and

ROI has been consistently achieved by our clients.

PARTNERING WITH SMS
There are many alternatives to consider when
production capacity is being reviewed; these include
whom to partner with, how to make that choice, and
knowing what you will get at the end.

With clients servicing a variety of sectors their
demands include CNC machine tools, sheet and
fabrication, structural steel machinery, and robotic
welding solutions to the Asia Pacific region. This is the
culmination of a fully supportive and collaborative
relationship motivated by your success.

Check what our clients say about how SMS helped
them achieve higher productivity and improved their
automation process

here >>>

HATE MISSING OUT?
Be the first to receive the latest promotions,
new releases and discounted offers by
following us on social:
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